
We have all in one way or the other fallen in love with 
Bern and we want to continue making Bern be the 
best place in the world. This includes talking about big 
things in life; health, wealth and happiness.

By trusting that the right things unfolds when we dare 
to be rebellious, immature and
playful.

We have this house until the end of January and it will 
be a playground for all of us. One mission is to explore 
what to do with temporary empty spaces in neighbour-
hoods and how can we use these spaces for social, posi-
tive impacts in Bern? How can we support and empower 
collaboration and interaction in neighbourhoods?
We want to know more about you and if you want to 
know more about us - please swing by for a coffee and a 
talk. Our door is always open :)

If you have any inputs on this or persons we should have 
a coffee with and talk with – please let us know. Thanks.

WELCOME TO THE FIRST NEWSLETTER 
FROM HAPPY[BERN]LAB.

We are passionated changemakers from Bern and Euro-
pe living at Bürglenstrasse 35 until the end of January 
2018.

if you unfold this booklet you will on 
the backside � nd a calendar of upco-
ming events here. There is also space 
for your inputs.

Parent education • Tree art • Talent day • Fleemarket • 
DIY workshop • Book exchange (for really good books) • 
Movienight (young and old) • Basement party • Advent 
wreath studio • Soup evening by the � re • Storytelling 
around the � re (together with the nursing home around 
the corner and refugees) • Co-workingspace • Herbs 
workshop  • A yurt in the garden as a room for the 
winter • Up-cycling for kids and grownups  • Workshop 
with clay • Vegan baking day • Kids cooking  • Concert 
with music from Bern • Meditation • weekly football with 
the fathers from the neighbourhood • „Käfeles“ • Advents 
traditions for the neighbourhood • Sharebox • Fleemar-
ket for the kids • Making own candles • (kids)clothes 
exchange • Discussion rounds - literature circle • Lunch 
table made with refugees (healthy and low budget) • Jog-
ging meeting • Preserve and conserve food and sell it at 
the market • Soundingboard/pitching ideas • Food mas-

sage studio • Show children the traditions of the seasons 
• Make the Blackboard accessible for a weiter audience • 
Art installations in the haus • Long table dinners
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